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Production  and  learning  of  productive  knowledge  are  profoundly  intertwined  processes
as the activation  of  either  process  triggers  the other,  very  often  implying  interdependent
transformations.  The  paper  aims  to open  the  ‘production  black  box’ by  proposing  the  ana-
lytical map  of  production  as a tool  for  disentangling  the set  of  interdependent  relationships
among  capabilities,  tasks  and  materials.  The  concept  of  structural  learning  is introduced  to
identify  the  continuous  process  of  structural  adjustment  triggered  and  oriented  by existing
productive  structures  at each  point  in  time.  Structural  learning  trajectories  allow  for  the
transformation  of structural  constraints  such  as bottlenecks  and  technical  imbalances  into23
33
eywords:
roduction process
earning
structural opportunities.  Complementarities,  similarities  and  indivisibilities  are  essential
focusing  devices  for activating  compulsive  sequences  of technological  change  as well  as
discovering  structurally  embedded  opportunities.  The  paper  then  investigates  the  tension
between  structure  and  agency  present  in  structural  learning  trajectories,  and  examines  the
form  it takes  in  different  productive  organisations.tructural dynamics
. Introduction
Production and learning of productive knowledge are
rofoundly intertwined processes as the activation ofPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
ither process triggers the other, very often implying
nterdependent transformations. Production theory has
onventionally explained production processes as relation-
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ships between combinations of productive factors – i.e.
input quantities – and certain quantities of outputs. By
assuming that producers ‘know how’ certain inputs may
be combined and transformed to obtain certain outputs,
production functions do not make any explicit reference
to the capabilities needed to perform real production pro-
cesses. Thus, in standard production theory, there is no
production process strictly speaking (Loasby, 1999). Not
only is the production process treated as a black box, also
the learning dynamics occurring in given production struc-
tures are fundamentally ignored. Indeed, economists often
treat learning as a costless and automatic process function-
ally dependent on cumulative output, time, or investment,
whose main effect is to reduce average production costs.
A very inﬂuential attempt to cope with the fundamen-
tal limitations of more conventional production modelsng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
can be found in the capability theory of the ﬁrm, an
approach that emerged at the intersection of various
research ﬁelds, speciﬁcally organisational studies (March
and Simon, 1993; Penrose, 1959; Richardson, 1960, 1972;
 ING Model
d Econo
Learning dynamics of this second kind tend to be triggered
by a series of factors which are both internal and external
to the ﬁrm (Malerba, 1992). In terms of the former, not
1 The long tradition in learning curve studies is usually associated with
the empirical analysis of ‘learning by doing’ effects on productivity andARTICLESTRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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Teece, 1980; Langlois, 1992; Morroni, 2006; Pitelis and
Teece, 2009; Jacobides and Winter, 2012), and institutional
and evolutionary economics (Nelson and Winter, 1982;
Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lundvall, 1992; Dosi et al.,
2000), and empirical work in development economics (Bell,
1982; Lall, 1992). With a particular focus on the trans-
formation of cognitive contents and evolving capabilities,
these contributions have shown how the knowledge of
productive possibilities – i.e. input combinations – has to
be complemented by the availability of relevant capabil-
ities for productive tasks being performed. Most notably
evolutionary economics has highlighted the complex cogni-
tive dynamics underlying learning processes. It has drawn
attention to the multifaceted nature of knowledge, its tacit
components as well as the complexities connected to its
creation, diffusion, adaptation, adoption and accumulation
in organisational ‘routines’.
By integrating the above mentioned research streams
with structural theories dealing with the complex ‘archi-
tecture of production’, this paper analyses production
structures in transformation, examining the embedded
constraints and opportunities which are responsible for
learning dynamics. From this perspective, learning is
understood as a dynamic process triggered and constrained
by existing production structures. This means that produc-
tion structures set the stage for learning dynamics, that
is, they prepare human minds for the intuitive discovery
of new productive possibilities. The paper also recognises
that structures of cognition and structures of production
are linked by a bundle of bidirectional transformative rela-
tionships.
The goal of the present paper is two-fold. Firstly, the
paper embeds different forms of learning such as ‘learning
by doing’ and ‘learning by using’ in production struc-
tures. The paper therefore proposes an ‘analytical map
of production’ as a stylised representation of the sys-
tem of interrelated tasks through which transformations
of materials are performed according to different pat-
terns of capacities/capabilities coordination, subject to
certain scale and time constraints (Section 2). Within this
new analytical framework, the second contribution of the
paper is to introduce the concept of ‘structural learning’.
In conventional approaches learning is simply described
as a cognitive/behavioural dynamic involving production
agents. In contrast, in our analytical framework, learning
is understood as a process through which ‘structural con-
straints’ in production such as bottlenecks and technical
imbalances are transformed into ‘structural opportunities’.
In this context, static and dynamic complementarities,
as well as similarities and indivisibilities, are essential
focusing devices for triggering compulsive sequences of
technological change which permit the discovery of new
‘worlds of production’ (Section 3). Productive possibilities
have to be ‘seen’, that is discovered and ‘actualised’ by pro-
ductive organisations, for structural learning to be feasible.
The concept of structural learning highlights a fundamen-
tal analytical tension between structure and agency or,Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
more speciﬁcally, between productive structures and pro-
ductive agents (the latter including both individuals and
collectivities). Given the same productive structures, struc-
tural learning may  follow different patterns according to PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx
different forms of productive organisation (Section 4). The
analytical account of speciﬁc historical cases is adopted
as main heuristic for disentangling structural learning
dynamics.
2. Embedding learning in production dynamics
2.1. Learning in production: a taxonomy
In their critical review of learning curve studies,1 Adler
and Clark (1991, p. 270) proposed a fundamental distinc-
tion between ﬁrst-order and second-order learning.
First-order learning refers to those ‘learning by doing’
processes directly experienced by workers via repetition
of productive tasks and the resulting incremental devel-
opment of expertise. Here, learning is both an individual
and collective process as interactions among workers
within the ﬁrm are integral parts of their learning by
doing. The concept of ‘learning by doing’ expressed in
Kenneth Arrow’s (1962) seminal contribution captures the
Smithian intuition that the accumulation of production
experience increases workers’ productivity. In particular,
Smith mentions three ‘different circumstances’ responsi-
ble for this increase in labour productivity: ‘the increase of
dexterity in every particular workman’, ‘the saving of the
time which is commonly lost in passing from one species
of work to another’, and ‘the invention of a great number
of machines which facilitate and abridge labour’ (Smith,
1976[1776], p. 17).
Conventional learning models based on ‘learning by
doing’ and learning curves have been mainly used for
explaining productivity growth at the sectoral and macro
level (Malerba, 1992, p. 846; Thompson, 2010). In these
models, production is treated as a timeless black box
and heroic assumptions are made concerning producers’
knowledge of the entire spectrum of production possibil-
ities as well as the availability of appropriate productive
capabilities.2 On the contrary, as the literature on localised
technical change (Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1969) has shown,
given the local and cumulative character of knowledge,
producers are only aware of a limited number of factors
composition laws – i.e. proximate production possibilities.
Moreover, as shown in the capability literature, production
“has to be undertaken by human organisations embodying
speciﬁcally appropriate experience and skills” (Richardson,
1972, p. 888).3
Second-order learning refers to those managerial or
engineering actions purposefully aimed at changing the
internal structure of production by introducing new tech-
nologies, new equipments or investing in workers training.ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
was  initiated by Wright (1936) and his work in the aircraft industry.
2 The stochastic model by Jovanovic and Nyarko (1995) is an exception
in  providing a microfoundation of Arrow’s. . .‘learning by doing’.
3 The analytical and technical limitations of the production function
models are discussed in Georgescu-Roegen (1970), Scazzieri (1993).
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nly may  the ﬁrm speciﬁcally invest in search activities
nd production/technology research aimed at expanding
ts knowledge base (Nelson and Winter, 1982) but it may
lso attempt to increase its learning and absorptive capaci-
ies themselves (Stiglitz, 1988; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990).
s for the latter, in some cases, triggers of learning dynam-
cs are external to the ﬁrm and may  involve users of ﬁnal
oods (Rosenberg, 1982; Rhee et al., 1984), other producers
f intermediate or ﬁnal goods in the same or in different
ndustries (Lundvall, 1992) or possibly other actors, typi-
ally those involved in scientiﬁc and technological research
Kline and Rosenberg, 1986).
Rosenberg’s (1982, p. 122) concept of ‘learning by using’
rises from the recognition that “in an economy with
omplex new technologies, there are essential aspects of
earning that are a function not of the experience involved
n producing the product but of its utilisation by ﬁnal
sers. . .the performance characteristics of a durable cap-
tal good often cannot be understood until after prolonged
xperience with it”.4 The related ideas of ‘learning by
xporting’ (Rhee et al., 1984) and ‘learning by interacting’
Lundvall, 1992) with upstream and downstream produc-
rs develop Rosenberg’s fundamental intuition and, thus,
ay  be considered as sub-categories of ‘learning by using’.
n Lundvall’s (1992) framework learning by interacting is
 critical feature of societies. Capabilities are collectively
eveloped through social interactions mainly by observ-
ng and imitating others’ actions as well as by mirroring
heir attitudes. This is why the organisational design of pro-
uction processes as well as ﬁrms’ underlying relational
tructures can affect people’s disposition towards mutual
earning and knowledge discovery. Historically, learning
y interacting has taken various forms from more co-
perative to more competitive ones such as learning by
xporting and, thus, though upgrading products character-
stics, but also importing and copying machines, recruiting
oreign skilled workers and technician exchange, pooling of
echnology, organisation of expos (industrial exhibitions)
nd industrial espionage (Chang, 2002; Poni, 2009).
In all these cases, learning dynamics are initially
riggered by factors external or internal to the ﬁrm that
ventually result in the reconﬁguration of the ﬁrm’s
nternal production structure. Of course this reconﬁgu-
ation may  or may  not happen depending on how the
rm in question reacts to the internal or external stimuli.
ll of the above suggests that in order to analyse these
ompulsive sequences of transformation it is necessary to
mbed learning dynamics in production structures and to
nderstand in which ways these dynamics are constrained,
ut also triggered, by existing production structures. Fig. 1
rovides a taxonomy of the different forms of learning
eviewed above.
.2. The analytical map of productionPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
In mainstream economics, production functions repre-
ent complete sets of feasible input combinations for a
4 Mukoyama (2006) develops a stochastic model of learning based on
his idea. PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx 3
given output; in an isomorphic way, utility functions estab-
lish a relationship between combinations of consumption
goods and the satisfaction that they provide – i.e. util-
ity. Both production and utility functions are designed to
show in the universe of rational choice and equilibrium
allocations how the combinations chosen (respectively
of inputs and consumption goods) reﬂect relative prices.
Given that conventional production theory does not
provide any analytical representation of the internal struc-
ture of production processes, qualitative transformations
generated by innovations and changes in the technology
and structures of production remain completely unex-
plored. In other words, conventional economics adopts
an ‘outside the production machine perspective’ and, as
a result, production and, thus, learning dynamics remain
black boxes.
In contrast, the analysis of the internal structure of
production combined with a strong emphasis on the repre-
sentation of the complex system of interrelated production
processes in different sectors was  at the centre of the classi-
cal theories of production. Classical economists focused on
the limited availability of non-producible goods, the uti-
lisation problem and the various constraints determined
by the production scale and its time structure. There are
four main components of the Classical theoretical frame-
work. Francois Quesnay’s early formulation of the concept
of productive interdependencies called attention to the ‘cir-
cular ﬂow’ of wealth production and reproduction (see
also Leontief, 1928). Adam Smith’s analysis of the inter-
nal structure of the pin factory revealed the microeconomic
advantages of the division of labour and the macroeconomic
conditions on which it is based–i.e. stock of circulating
capital ﬂows. Charles Babbage’s focus ‘on the causes and
consequences of large factories’ led to the formulation of
the law of multiples and, thus, to the discovery of differ-
ent patterns of proportional utilisation and maintenance of
indivisible inputs. Finally, Karl Marx’s analysis of different
arrangements of production processes highlighted the main
features of the modern factory system and thus the work-
ing of the so called ‘collective machine’ (Landesmann, 1986,
1988; Scazzieri, 1993).
In this line, more recently, Wassily Leontief’s (1947)
input–output analysis and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s
(1970, 1971, 1990) fund-ﬂow model developed the building
blocks for a series of structural approaches to produc-
tion (Landesmann, 1986; Scazzieri, 1981, 1993; Bianchi,
1984; Morroni, 1992; Landesmann and Scazzieri, 1996;
Buenstorf, 2004, 2007). These contributions view a given
production process Pr (r = 1,. . .,  k) as a particular system
of interrelated tasks through which a sequence of transfor-
mations of materials are performed according to different
combinations of ﬂow inputs (such as productive agents and
mechanical artefacts) and fund inputs (such as fuel, chem-
ical catalysts and electricity), subject to certain scale and
time constraints.
Approaching production from the point of view of struc-
tural economics implies an analytical focus on the follow-ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
ing set of both quantitative and qualitative coordination
problems: (i) how to synchronise and arrange the system
of interrelated tasks in time; (ii) how to arrange the pro-
duction process given the speciﬁc properties of materials in
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelSTRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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Trigg ers 
Learning dy namic 
Internal to th e fir m  External  to the fir m 
First-order  learning 
Produ cer – producti on Learn ing by doing 
Second-order learning 
Produc er – re sear ch Learn ing  by  search ing 
Learning to learn 
Produc ers  – science   Learn ing from scienc e 
Produc ers  – users 
Produc ers  – producer s 
Learn ing by using  
- Learn ing by int eracting   
- Lea rning by exporting  
 dynamiFig. 1. Learning
transformation; (iii) how to organise and activate the pro-
duction process by combining different fund inputs each
of them endowed with certain capabilities or capacities.5
Interdependencies among these coordination problems are
pervasive in the sense that for example tasks arrangement
depend on both the properties of materials in transforma-
tion and ﬁrm’s availability of capabilities/capacities.6
Tasks refer to those production operations that are pur-
posefully performed in a given production process. Each
task Tj (with j = 1, 2,.  . .,  j,. . .,  J) can be decomposed into ele-
mentary operations or clustered in groups of tasks. They
can be arranged simultaneously or sequentially in various
stages of fabrication j (with j = 1, 2,. . .,  j,. . .,  J), sometimes
in a discrete way but sometimes in a continuous way,
that is, with or without interruptions.7 This last distinction
proves to be very relevant as soon as we consider how dif-
ferent forms of production organisation have historically
developed different techniques for inventory and storage
capacities management (Rosenberg, 1994; Landesmann
and Scazzieri, 1996, chap. 8).
Materials refer to what is transformed in the fabrication
stages of a production process.8 The relationship between
materials and stages of fabrication can be represented by
a descriptive matrix M = [mij] in which any element refers
to the material i (with i = 1, 2,. . .,  n) that has been trans-Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
formed in the fabrication stage j through the execution of
the task Tj. At each fabrication stage, given a certain stock
of materials available to the productive organisation, only
5 Mechanical artefacts present certain production capacities, while each
productive agent is characterised by a certain set of production capabilities.
6 Richardson (1972, p. 885) stresses how “the habit of working with
models which assume a ﬁxed list of goods may  have the unfortunate result
of  causing us to think of coordination merely in terms of the balancing of
quantities of inputs and outputs and thus leave the need for qualitative
coordination out of account”.
7 As for the time structure, the material transformation processes can be
visualised as a system of pipelines (Landesmann, 1986; see also Morroni,
1992).
8 In the case of ‘immaterial production’ – e.g. service activities – ‘mate-
rials in process cannot be identiﬁed, at least in the usual sense, and the
production process generally takes the form of a close interaction among
fund agents, in the course of which some of the characteristics of such
agents (and sometimes their capabilities as well) may  get transformed
(Landesmann and Scazzieri, 1996, pp. 252–253).cs: a taxonomy.
some materials will be utilised and thus transformed. This
implies that for each production process we  will observe
a certain ‘realised’ matrix M*  = [mij], whose internal struc-
ture represents all the materials in use in the stages of that
production process.
In order to perform a certain system of interrelated
tasks through which materials are transformed into ﬁnal
commodities, the production process has to be ‘activated’
by a series of inputs such as fuel, chemical catalysts, but
also machines and productive agents, that is, workers.
Flow inputs such as fuel, chemical catalysts, electricity and
fertilisers are utilised in certain stages of material trans-
formation but they do not materially constitute the ﬁnal
output of the process as the materials in use do. Flow inputs
used in a certain production process can be described
through a descriptive matrix F = [fij] in which any element
refers to the ﬂow input i that has been consumed in the
fabrication stage j through the execution of the task Tj. For
each production process we  will observe a certain realised
matrix F* = [fij].
M =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
m11 m1J
· · ·
mij
· · ·
mn1 mnj
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ F =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
f11 f1J
· · ·
fij
· · ·
fn1 fnj
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
In contrast, fund inputs are both mechanical artefacts
such as machines, tools and equipment and productive
agents (i.e. workers, supervisors, engineers and managers).
Fund inputs maintain their characteristics substantially
unaltered during the production process, provided that
certain tolerance thresholds are not violated (Georgescu-
Roegen, 1970; Landesmann, 1986). Mechanical artefacts
present a certain production capacity, while each productive
agent is characterised by a set of complementary productive
capabilities. By activating some of these capabilities, each
productive agent is able to perform a single task or a set of
similar tasks (i.e. those tasks which require the utilisation of
the same set of complementary capabilities). Although pro-ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
ductive agents may  learn to perform different tasks, their
capabilities are limited so they cannot switch between all
productive tasks, especially when complex products are
considered.
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Just as we did with materials and ﬂow inputs, we  can
istinguish between the bundle of capacities/capabilities
mbodied in a certain set of fund inputs (i.e. potential
apacities/capabilities)  and the capacities/capabilities actu-
lly utilised by the productive organisation in performing
 certain set of tasks (i.e. capacities/capabilities in use).9
he former is described by the matrix C = [cij] while the
atter by the matrix C* = [cij], where cij denotes the rela-
ionship between the capacity/capability i and the task
j performed at the stage of fabrication j. The distinction
etween the matrix C = [cij] and C* = [cij] illustrates how
he same production process Pr (r = 1,. . .,  k) can be per-
ormed by using different bundles of mechanical artefacts
nd productive agents, that is, different combinations of
roduction capacity and productive capabilities. However,
ven when two different productive organisations perform
he same process Pr by combining the same bundle of pro-
uctive capacities/capabilities, the latter can be employed
n different proportions. For example, two ﬁrms Firm1 and
irm2 can perform the same production process by using
he same two fund agents – i.e. workers w and machines
 – but in different combinations – for example, one fund-
nput combination may  be more labour intensive than the
ther.
1∗ =
(
5w 7w
1m 1m
)
C2∗ =
(
1w 2w
3m 3m
)
Thus, by comparing the two matrices C1* and C2* we
an discover speciﬁc features of the production process
r performed by Firm1 and Firm2. In particular, the two
atrices express different relationships of complementar-
ty among the two fund inputs considered (machines and
orkers respectively). In our case, the ﬁrst stage T1 of the
roduction process Pr can be performed either by combin-
ng one machine with ﬁve workers or three machines and
ne worker (see above). Given these relationships of com-
lementarity between fund inputs and also the fact that
achines tend to be tasks-speciﬁc and only partially ﬂex-
ble, the kind of combinations of fund inputs that ﬁrms
an select from the space C = [cij] for performing Pr are
imited. Moreover, scaling up the production process not
nly requires the consideration of these relationships of
omplementarity but also that a law of proportionality
mong all the components of the process is satisﬁed (see
elow).
Based on Cartwright (1989), it has been noted how very
ften the capabilities (and capacities) of fund inputs can be
xpressed in a quantitative form, so that we can assume
hey are comparable in cardinal space (Landesmann and
cazzieri, 1996, p. 197). One possible quantitative speci-Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
cation of the matrix C = [cij] relies on the consideration
f the time structure of the production process in relation
o the capacity/capabilities in use. The matrix C* = [cij] can
9 As has been stressed, this distinction leads us to interpret the emer-
ence of new productive structures within the space of virtual practices as
the outcome of a clustering process that brings about a rearrangement of
he  primitive elements of productive activity; [thus] structural change
ay  be considered as a case of variation within a spectrum of virtual
ossibilities” (Scazzieri, 1999, p. 230). PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx 5
be transformed into a matrix of capacities/capabilities use –
times * = [ij] where the generic ij represents the use-
time of the capacity/capability cij in the production process
Pr.
C =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
c11 c1J
· · ·
cij
· · ·
cn1 cnj
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ∗ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
11 1J
· · ·
ij
· · ·
n1 nj
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
Taking the case in which two different productive
organisations perform the same process Pr with the same
combination of fund inputs described by C* = [cij], we
can compare the matrices * to discover if one time
arrangement of Pr is more time wasting than another. For
example, the reconﬁguration of the time structure of Pr
from one in line to one in parallel can reduce the amount
of idle time of fund inputs across fabrication stages (see
below). Given appropriate transformations such as the
one proposed above, as soon as the productive capabili-
ties and capacities become comparable in cardinal space,
the capacity–capability ratios can be calculated for each
productive task (or groups of tasks) and organised in a
matrix. This will elucidate the interdependencies between
different kinds of fund inputs. However, the set of inter-
dependencies characterising each production process does
not simply involve one subset of its components (here, fund
inputs). Instead, each production process requires the coor-
dination of all its components (namely tasks, materials and
ﬂow inputs as well as fund inputs).
Interdependencies among components can be visu-
alised by mapping the relationships between capac-
ity/capabilities, tasks and materials.10 The entire spectrum
of possible combinatorics is represented through the ana-
lytical map  of production relationships (see Fig. 2).11 The
mapping from the capacity/capability space C to the task
space T (i.e. job speciﬁcation programme) can be determined
following different criteria (Landesmann and Scazzieri,
1996). For example different combinations of fund inputs
may  be relatively more or less adequate for the execu-
tion of one task (or cluster of tasks) than another. Also,
a reconﬁguration of the job speciﬁcation programme (i.e.
different mapping from the space C to the space T) may
allow the activation of previously unused fund inputs or
the achievement of higher efﬁciency in the utilisation of
the capacity/capabilities in use.ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
time and according to speciﬁc scale requirements deter-
mined by the existence of process indivisibilities as well
10 For clarity the ﬂow agents are taken out of the picture. The decision to
privilege the other three dimensions matrices C, T and M is due to the fact
that commonly there are higher degrees of freedom in their combinatorics
and the use of ﬂow agents is strictly dependent on the utilisation of fund
agents.
11 The concept of ‘analytical map  of the true [interpersonal] relations’ is
proposed in Georgescu-Roegen (1976, p. 205) as one possible realisation
of  the ‘entire spectrum of peasant institutions’.
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelSTRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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ap  of prFig. 2. The analytical m
as indivisible fund inputs.12 As for the time structure, syn-
chronisation has to be pursued at three different levels
(coordination in the utilisation of fund inputs, arrangement
of interdependent tasks over time, and transformation of
materials over time). The difﬁculty of matching the ‘time
sequencing requirements’ of these three dimensions makes
perfect synchronisation across the three above mentioned
levels impossible and explains the co-existence of pat-
terns of simultaneity or sequentiality. Time gaps and idle
time in production processes are thus largely structurally
determined and, within the given structure, only partially
reducible through various forms of learning (Landesmann
and Scazzieri, 1996).
Moving on to indivisibilities, processes are indivisible
when they are not ‘indifferent to size’. As in the biological
world, all individual production processes “follow exactly
the same pattern: beyond a certain scale some collapse,
others explode, or melt, or freeze. In a word, they cease
to work at all. Below another scale, they do not even
exist” (Georgescu Roegen, 1976, p. 288). The fact that pro-
cesses are ‘scale-speciﬁc’ (in other words that they are
characterised by upper and lower bounds) implies that con-
ducting a process on a smaller or a larger scale can only
be done if a law of proportionality among the components
of the process is satisﬁed. This idea was originally formu-
lated by Charles Babbage’s law of multiple. In Babbage’s
view: ‘[w]hen the number of processes into which it is most
advantageous to divide [the production process], and the
number of individuals to be employed in it, are ascertained,
then all factories which do not employ a direct multiple of
this latter number, will produce the article at a greater cost’
(Babbage, 1835, p. 211).
At the level of the components, limitations in the
bundling and unbundling of fund inputs are extremelyPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
stringent, while ﬂow inputs as well as materials in trans-
formation are more often divisible. As far as fund inputs
are concerned, the existence of indivisible funds of capaci-
12 For a comprehensive discussion of the role of time and scale in pro-
duction see Landesmann (1986), Bianchi (1984), Morroni (1992), Scazzieri
(1993), Landesmann and Scazzieri (1996).oduction relationships.
ties (such as a machine tool with certain scale-determined
technical characteristics and speciﬁcations) as well as indi-
visible funds of capabilities (that is, productive agents such
as workers and engineers at the shop ﬂoor) mean that, for
a fund input to be fully utilised, a speciﬁc scale of produc-
tion has to be achieved. For small scales of production, fund
inputs would inevitably be underutilised. However, if fund
inputs are not too specialised in the execution of some pro-
ductive tasks, productive organisations can overcome scale
constraints by utilising the same indivisible fund inputs for
the production of other commodities. Nevertheless these
new commodities generally possess a certain degree of
similarity as fund inputs are endowed with only a limited
set of complementary capacities or capabilities.
2.3. Embedding learning dynamics
The structural representation of production provided
above now allows us to see some of the many limitations
arising from the understanding of learning dynamics as a
disembedded process, as is the case with today’s main-
stream economics (see Section 2.1). To give one example
of the main form of ﬁrst-order learning, Arrow’s concept of
‘learning by doing’ refers to a process involving one sub-
set of the space C (i.e. capabilities of fund inputs such as
workers, engineers and managers). In this case, ‘learning
by doing’ is nothing more than an increase in productive
capabilities, which generally result in a reduction of capa-
bilities use-times. In other words the execution of the same
productive task will require less time due to accumulated
experience and as a result the overall productivity of the
productive organisation will be increased. However, as we
shall see below, our analytical map  of production showsng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
how ‘learning by doing’ does not always imply such pro-
ductivity increases and it might even lead to the emergence
of bottlenecks and imbalances.13
13 In fact in his seminal work on ‘learning by doing’, Kenneth Arrow
recognises how “learning associated with repetition of essentially the
same problem is subject to sharply decreasing returns” and, thus, that
learning mainly consists of ﬁnding new solutions to emerging ‘stimulus
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The reason for this becomes clear as soon as we visu-
lise interdependencies among components, i.e. tasks,
aterials, ﬂow inputs and fund inputs (and their capac-
ty/capability). The development of increasing capabilities
n the execution of a certain set of productive tasks gener-
lly implies that certain stages of fabrication will require
ess time, while other stages remain invariant as a result of
onstraining factors such as ﬁxed times for material trans-
ormation (e.g. time needed for certain chemical reactions)
r the scale of other existing fund inputs, in particular
achines and equipment. These latter stages of fabrication,
iven their invariant properties, will appear as bottlenecks
n the production process and may  end up affecting the
ntire job speciﬁcation programme, potentially even neu-
ralising or counteracting the productivity increases of
learning by doing’.
To give a second example of the importance of under-
tanding learning as embedded we can look at Rosenberg’s
oncept of ‘learning by using’, the latter being the main
orm of second-order learning discussed above. The con-
ept of learning by using was developed with reference
o ‘products involving complex interdependent compo-
ents or materials’. As a result of the particular industry
e focused on, that is, aircraft,14 Rosenberg underlined
he fact that ‘learning by using’ implies a “feedback loop
n the development stage which, in turn, increases efﬁ-
iency and/or requires changes in productive techniques”
1982, p. 123).15 Rosenberg distinguishes between two
inds of useful knowledge arising from ‘learning by using’
n both products and processes. Embodied knowledge is
hat which requires ‘appropriate design modiﬁcations’,
hile disembodied knowledge “leads to certain alterations
n use that require no (or only trivial) modiﬁcations in
ardware design”, although even the latter still “leads
o new practices that increase the productivity of the
ardware” – for example modiﬁcation in maintenance
ractices in the aerospace industry (Rosenberg, 1982, p.
24).
Of course, these two  forms of ‘learning by using’ are
ntertwined. By generating new embodied knowledge,
learning by using’ in fact facilitates the discovery of new
orms of disembodied knowledge and even makes them
ecessary. What is implicitly suggested here is that ‘learn-
ng by using’ may  trigger the rearrangement of the job
peciﬁcation programme. This occurs because of the new
roductive tasks and fund inputs required to cope with
esign modiﬁcations (embodied knowledge), or as a resultPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
f alterations in productive practices whose performances
epend on the rearrangement of fund inputs available (dis-
mbodied knowledge).
ituations’ (Arrow, 1962, p. 155). However, the effects of ‘evolving stimuli’
n  the transformation of productive structures are not analysed given the
ack of an analytical map  of production.
14 Even today aircraft are among the most complex products, composed
f  almost 6 million parts (by way of comparison a car is typically composed
f  just 6 thousands parts).
15 In this respect, see also Hippel von (1988) whose contribution links the
earning by using dynamics to product diversiﬁcation patterns. Also, Kline
nd Rosenberg (1986) presents a ‘chain-linked model’ where feedback
oops in the innovation process are recognised as key factors. PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx 7
The ﬁrst case is more clearly detectable as it requires
deﬁnite design modiﬁcations (i.e. technological improve-
ments) while the second set of transformations tend to
be under-estimated as they do not call for the intro-
duction of any new fund inputs. The analytical map  of
production allows us to understand how a production
process may  be qualitatively transformed even without
equipping the productive organisation with new fund
inputs or without transforming the existing ones. Instead,
the production process may  be transformed just by re-
arranging fund inputs among the system of tasks which
have to be performed or by synchronising tasks in a
different way over time. In fact there are various ways
of combining elementary operations into new tasks or
clustering existing tasks in new ways. Once again the
extent to which this can be done depends on the capac-
ities/capabilities embedded in funds inputs and their
degree of utilisation, as well as on the properties of
the materials in transformation and on time arrange-
ments.
Learning processes are intrinsically heterogeneous and
occur through time at several nested levels of produc-
tion, the latter being structurally determined by productive
interdependencies.16 As soon as we  attempt a restructu-
ring of ‘learning by doing’ or ‘learning by using’, it becomes
obvious that the majority of existing studies focus their
attention on what triggers the learning process or what
its output is. The process per se not discussed. In other
words, the conventional analysis of learning ends exactly
where the learning process starts. Even when there is a
more detailed investigation of learning dynamics in pro-
duction, as in the work of economic historians (Rosenberg,
1969, 1976, 1979, 1982; Noble, 1986; Piore and Sabel, 1984;
Mowery and Rosenberg, 1998; Mokyr, 2002; Landes, 2000;
Poni, 2009), production structures are generally seen only
as constraints that productive agents overcome through
problem-solving activities and changes in productive tech-
niques. For example, Mokyr (1990, p. 9 italics added) argues
that ‘[t]echnological change involves an attack by an indi-
vidual on a constraint that everyone else has taken as
given’.
However, as we  shall see below, an analytical account of
a number of historical cases allows us to understand how
existing and evolving production structures are not just
constraints. Instead, existing production structures orien-
tate productive agents towards certain learning trajectoriesng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
tunities. As shown by Hicks (1969), the adoption of an
analytical approach to economic history can be a vehicle
16 Another aspect that conventional approaches tend to forget is that
‘learning in time’ can proceed at different speeds according to the time
required for reconﬁguring the production structure or according to the
time knowledge requires to ﬂow (i.e. be disseminated and absorbed)
throughout the production organisation or at the inter-ﬁrm level. In
other words the problem is not only ‘what to learn’ or ‘how to learn to
learn’ but also ‘how to learn faster’. As shown by Dodgson (1991), the
differential ability in learning quickly about technological opportunities
is  a crucial determinant especially in those sectors (e.g. biotechnol-
ogy) characterised by an uncertain and generally rapid process of
transformation.
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erable extension of the useful life of a wide range of
capital equipment’ as well as to other ‘cumulative improve-
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for developing a ‘quasi-theory’, that is to say a stylised rep-
resentation of economic facts through which theories can
be developed.
3. Structural learning: an analytical framework
3.1. Learning in a structured space: an analytical account
of historical cases
The analytical map  of production relationship eluci-
dates ﬁrstly the ‘architecture of complexity’ in production
(Simon, 1962; Buenstorf, 2005) and secondly, the fact
that learning dynamics are realised in a ‘structured space’
over time. This means that learning in production is
not simply a process occurring as a result of cognitive
dynamics; rather it is also a process triggered and ori-
entated by structural dynamics. The latter open up the
possibility of transforming ‘structural constraints’ such
as bottlenecks and technical imbalances into ‘structural
opportunities’. As highlighted in structural analyses of pro-
duction (see above), coordination problems in the space
of capacity/capabilities, materials and tasks may  be solved
in multiple (albeit interdependent) ways. In other words,
there are ‘worlds of production’, that is, a variety of produc-
tion arrangements (‘world of possibilities’) that are feasible
even under same sets of contextual conditions (Salais and
Storper, 1997).
‘Worlds of possibilities’ permit the transformation of pro-
duction processes and their outcomes – i.e. process and
product innovations (Sabel and Zeitlin, 1997). Of course
saying that there are multiple possibilities should not
blind us to the fact that bottlenecks, materials proper-
ties or technical imbalances are all pervasive constraints.
In fact, discovering these possibilities, given certain struc-
tural constraints, is the very essence of what I call the
structural process of learning. The concept of structural
learning is introduced here to identify the continuous
process of structural adjustment and transformation of
production ‘triggered’ and ‘orientated by’ existing and
evolving production structures. Static and dynamic com-
plementarities, as well as similarities and indivisibilities,
are essentially focusing devices for activating compul-
sive sequences of technological change and discovering
new production possibilities at the ﬁrm and inter-ﬁrm
level.
We will now move to an analytical account of his-
torical cases in which “[c]omplex technologies create
internal compulsions and pressures which, in turn, initiate
exploratory activity in particular directions” (Rosenberg,
1969, p. 4). This historical analysis is the ﬁrst step towards
disentangling those structural dynamics that prepare the
setting for learning and those speciﬁc factors trigger-
ing learning processes in production. The second step
is to identify a number of structural learning trajectories
and illustrate them with an analytical map  of production
relationships. The third step will be to re-link dynam-
ics occurring at the level of production structures withPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
those occurring at the level of the structures of cogni-
tion in productive organisations. As we shall see, this third
step will allow us to show the analytical tension between
structure and agency in learning dynamics and also PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx
elaborate how structure and agency are linked by a bun-
dle of bidirectional transformative relationships (Bourdieu,
1972).17
Rosenberg (1969) identiﬁes three main ‘induce-
ment mechanisms’ of learning, namely technical imbal-
ances or bottlenecks, labour-saving/uncertainty-reducing
machines and substitutes or alternative sources of supply
of fund and ﬂow inputs or materials. A number of histori-
cal examples will help to illustrate this point. In 1900 the
machine tool industry was revolutionised by the introduc-
tion of high-speed steel which allowed an increase in the
hardness of cutting tools. However “it was impossible to
take advantage of higher cutting speeds with machine tools
designed for the older carbon steel cutting tools because
they could not withstand the stresses and strains or provide
sufﬁciently high speeds in the other components of the
machine tool” (Rosenberg, 1969, p. 7; see also Andreoni
and Gregory, 2013). As a consequence, transmissions, con-
trol elements and other machine tool components had to
be redesigned and this change “in turn, enlarged consider-
ably the scope of their practical operations and facilitated
their introduction into new uses” (Rosenberg, 1969, p. 8).
This is a typical example of a technical imbalance leading
to changes in complementary processes as well as compo-
nents, that is, tasks, materials and capabilities/capacities.
It highlights how a technical constraint can actually acti-
vate a process of exploration and searching in which “the
size of the discovery need bear no systematic relation-
ship to the size of the initial stimulus” (Rosenberg, 1969,
p. 9).
Indeed, the initial technical imbalance in a certain
industry may  trigger structural learning processes in other
industries and sectors. In the early nineteenth century US
agricultural sector, before tractors were introduced, John
Deere revolutionised agricultural production by inventing
the steel plow (Andreoni, 2011a,b). A biological constraint
triggered the introduction of steel plows, but also of other
complementary tools made with the same or different
materials according to speciﬁc task requirements. Tradi-
tional wood plows could not plow the rich soil of the
Middle-West without breaking. At that time given the
scarcity of steel and the need to import it from Great Britain,
John Deere made his ﬁrst plow out of an old blade saw.
After a series of tests on different types of soil, the new
steel plow was  ready to be absorbed into the ‘crop-growing
technique’ adopted at that time. In turn, the introduction
of the steel plow triggered new complementary discover-
ies as well as the application of the same new material to
other equipments requiring the same hardness. In fact, as
recognised by Rosenberg (1979, p. 37), ‘the substitution of
new materials (e.g. aluminium and rust-resistant steels)
for old ones, improved techniques of friction reduction
(lubrication and roller bearings) have led to a consid-ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
17 At the centre of Bourdieu’s analysis there is the dialectic between
‘externalising the internal’ and ‘internalising the external’ which attempts
to go beyond precisely the same tension.
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Principles of similarity and complementarity also operate
at the ﬁrm level and are responsible for distinct structural
learning trajectories.ARTICLETRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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Thus, the process of structural learning in a given
ector may  develop an intersectoral character. In other
ords, complementarities (as well as innovations suitable
or similar tasks performed in other productive activi-
ies) may  spread from one sector of an economic system
o another sector triggering a speciﬁc form of structural
earning which we label here intersectoral learning. The
atter expression identiﬁes a dynamic process of interlock-
ng and mutual reinforcing technological developments
hich links the innovative patterns of two or more sec-
ors in a relationship of complementarity and/or similarity.
n sum, technical complementarities among fund inputs
r the application of an innovation – e.g. a new material
ith certain properties – in the execution of a broad set
f similar productive tasks are the fundamental dynamics
nderlying the learning processes considered by Rosen-
erg.
It is not just constrained posed by existing technical
rocesses that can work as triggers for structural learn-
ng dynamics: social process can function in this way  as
ell. In the Poverty of Philosophy Karl Marx observed how
after each new strike of any importance there appeared a
ew machine” (n.d.: 134; ﬁrst source Rosenberg, 1969). The
hreat of strikes introduces a critical element of uncertainty
o the supply of labour and strongly affects the delicate time
tructure of a production process, thereby promptly the
nvention of new labour-saving machines. Social changes
nduce the invention or discovery of new machines and this
n turn sets off a further train of changes.
Robert’s self-acting mule, the Jacquard punching
achine and the introduction by the British Government
f the ‘American System of Manufacturing’ in the gun mak-
ng industry in 1854, are all cases in which the invention
r acquisition of a new more powerful machine is just the
rst step in a subsequent process of structural learning
Rosenberg, 1969; see also Chang, 2002). All these cases
ighlight how when a new machine becomes available pro-
uction that was technically feasible but not economically
onvenient becomes possible. This possibility depends on
ncreasing the scale of complementary machines or in
he re-arrangement of workers in the production unit,
rovided that they can perform a certain set of similar pro-
uctive tasks.
Together with the above mentioned inducement mech-
nisms identiﬁed by Rosenberg, the need/opportunity
f increasing the scale of production is another factor
riggering processes of structural learning. For example
omplementary innovations such as refrigerators, railways
nd steamships affected the reduction of transportation
osts, increased the degree of regional specialisation and
pened the opportunity to beneﬁt from scale technology
xpansions and from specialisation in a limited set of pro-
uctive tasks performed at high productivity standards.
ndeed, as soon as the scale of production increases ‘a
hifting succession of bottlenecks’ will emerge. Focusing
n them, engineers will start exploring new possible con-
gurations of the production process, which may  lead toPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
erendipitously discovering ‘singleton techniques’ (Mokyr,
002). Problems related to scale constraints, which arise
oth from indivisible fund inputs and indivisible pro-
esses, may  trigger the discovery of innovative (structural PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx 9
as well as organisational) conﬁgurations of production
processes (Andreoni and Scazzieri, 2013). A good exam-
ple of this is the typical problems faced by small farmers
and small ﬁrms when trying to gain access to indivisi-
ble fund inputs such as machines and other equipment.
Historically fund inputs indivisibilities as well as scale
invariant processes have triggered institutional innova-
tions such as ‘renting/sharing’ solutions implemented by
producer cooperatives (Lissoni, 2005) as well as forcing
productive agents to rearrange job speciﬁcation pro-
grammes.
3.2. Structural learning trajectories
The historical cases document how inducement mecha-
nisms of learning dynamics, and the resulting ‘compulsive
sequences’ of transformations, are embedded in and trig-
gered by existing production structures at each point
in time. Speciﬁcally complementarities and similarities
among tasks or materials, as well as fund inputs indivis-
ibilities, have been crucial focusing devices in structural
learning dynamics. The analytical account of these histor-
ical cases leads to the identiﬁcation of three fundamental
structural learning trajectories. Given a certain bottleneck
or technical imbalance in production, the ﬁrst two  struc-
tural learning trajectories are triggered by the existence of
similarities and of complementarity among materials, tasks
and fund inputs. The third structural learning’s trajectory is
triggered by the existence of indivisibilities in production.
The fundamental intuition behind the ﬁrst two  struc-
tural learning trajectories may  be found in Richardson’s
(1960, 1972, 2003) observation that different forms of
inter-ﬁrm cooperation we see arise from different patterns
of similarity and complementarity among productive
activities.18 Richardson breaks down the production of
each ﬁnal commodity into various stages or activities, each
of them executable by different types of ﬁrms. “Activities
which require the same capability for their undertaking”
are called similar activities (Richardson, 1972, p. 888). On
the other hand, activities are complementary “when they
represent different phases of a process of production and
require in some way  or another to be coordinated [. . .]
both quantitatively and qualitatively” (Richardson, 1972,
pp. 889–890). Building on this dichotomy, Richardson
explains how the complex and interlocking clusters,
groups and alliances of ﬁrms we  observe are in reality
different responses to the same problem: the need to coor-
dinate “closely complementary but dissimilar activities”.19
As ﬁrms cannot accumulate all the capabilities required
for performing a broad set of dissimilar activities, they
will specialise in a few activities and cooperate with those
ﬁrms specialised in closely complementary activities.ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
18 See also Ménard (2004), Gibbons and Roberts (2011), Garnsey and
McGlade (2006).
19 This analytical point is developed in Section 4 with respect to the
different forms of production organisation.
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3.2.1. Structural learning trajectory triggered by
similarities
Overcoming a productive constraint by introducing a
new set of tasks, capabilities or materials may  induce the
same or other ﬁrms to adopt the same set of tasks, capa-
bilities or materials for overcoming a similar constraint, in
the same or other kind of productive processes. As docu-
mented by Rosenberg (1963, pp. 422–423, italics added)
“industrialisation was characterised by the introduction of
a relatively small number of broadly similar productive pro-
cesses to a large number of industries. This follows from
the familiar fact that industrialisation in the nineteenth
century involved the growing adoption of a metal-using
technology employing decentralised sources of power”.
Furthermore, discovering a new way of performing a certain
task affects all those productive processes in which simi-
lar tasks are performed. This explains why “many of the
beneﬁts of increased productivity ﬂowing from an innova-
tion are captured in industries other than the one in which
the innovation was made” (Rosenberg, 1979, p. 41; see also
Usher, 1954).20
Many examples might be provided which highlight
the existence of technological linkages among apparently
uncorrelated products such as guns, sewing machines,
bicycles, motorcycles, and automobiles. Among the many
historical examples ‘the development of the universal
milling machine by Brown and Sharpe is, perhaps, the
most outstanding example of a machine which was  ini-
tially developed as a solution to a narrow and speciﬁc
range of problems and which eventually had enormous
unintended ramiﬁcations as the technique was applied
to similar productive processes over a wide range of
metal-using industries’ (Rosenberg, 1963, p. 432, italics
added).
In the speciﬁc case of ﬁrms whose production process
consists of a system of similar tasks, the discovery of a new
way of performing a certain task or the introduction of a
new material implies a complete reconﬁguration of the
entire process. However, as in this speciﬁc case produc-
tive agents would already be endowed with similar kinds
and amounts of capabilities, they will be substitutable and
can be arranged in many different ways across time. The
production process of more complex products (or compo-
nents) tends to assume the form of a system of dissimilar
tasks. Indeed, complex products are deﬁned as those “com-
posed of many subsystems that interact in complex ways”
(Rosenberg, 1982, p. 136). In the case of complex products
requiring the performance of closely interdependent dis-
similar tasks, intra and inter-ﬁrm complementarities will
be pervasive.
3.2.2. Structural learning trajectory triggered by
complementarities
“[I]nnovations hardly ever function in isolation”Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
(Rosenberg, 1979, p. 26). The theoretical framework we
have constructed allows us to analytically specify and
explain this intuitive insight of Rosenberg’s. Innovation
20 This analytical point will form the basis of our discussion in the Third
Essay of the concept of intersectoral learning. PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx
occurs in this bunched fashion because of the utilisa-
tion and the productivity of fund inputs (i.e. machines
with certain capacities or productive agents with certain
capabilities) both critically depend on the simultaneous
availability of complementary fund inputs. Complemen-
tarities among fund inputs may  trigger direct learning
dynamics, or learning dynamics over time. Direct learning
dynamics occur when one fund input makes the func-
tioning of another fund input possible or more efﬁcient.
Learning dynamics over time occur when one fund input
makes the functioning or introduction of other fund inputs
possible over time.
In the speciﬁc case of a production process constituted
by a system of dissimilar tasks, fund inputs performing a
speciﬁc task in one stage of fabrication are combined with
others performing other tasks in other stages of fabrication
in a relationship of complementarity rather than of substi-
tutability. Now if tasks are very dissimilar and complex,
productive agents (or even entire productive organisa-
tions) have to specialise in the execution of only one task,
or even in performing elementary operations of more com-
plex tasks. In this case, a number of processes of the same
type can be organised in series (also called in sequence) so
that specialised productive agents (or organisations) can
perform the task in which they are specialised without long
periods of inactivity. Discovering this possibility and apply-
ing it to the production process allows ﬁrms to reduce time
wastage as productive agents will shift over time from one
process to another.
Additionally, according to the degree of decomposabil-
ity of a given production process, ﬁrms may  decide to
adopt a modularisation strategy (Langlois, 2002; Buenstorf,
2005). Interestingly, in the case of productive processes
composed of closely complementary but dissimilar tasks,
modularisation may  guarantee static efﬁciency at the
cost of dynamic efﬁciency. This problem occurs because
modularisation tends to reduce the number of learning tra-
jectories triggered by complementarities.
3.2.3. Structural learning trajectory triggered by
indivisibilities
Indivisible fund inputs and materials as well as scale-
invariant tasks (or processes) impose a proportionality
path on all transformations of the internal structure of
production (see above the reference to Babbage’s law of
multiples). This means, for example, that if a certain indi-
visible fund input (e.g. a new machine) is adopted, then, the
ﬁrm has to reconﬁgure the job speciﬁcation programme in
such a way  that scale economies generated by the use of
the new machine are exploited and potential bottlenecks
and time or material wastes are avoided.
The existence of indivisibility might also trigger
incremental innovations both at the technological and
organisational levels. For example adopters of the new
indivisible input (or scale-invariant task) “could invent
around the new machine and remove those technolog-
ical constraints that limit their ex ante or ex post size.ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
[. . .]  Alternatively they could attack it directly by ﬁnding
the way to split the different functions that the original
innovation performs jointly, thus decomposing the latter
into a few (possibly compatible) modules, each of them
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lighted by Herbert Simon (1957) in his analysis of the
bounded rationality problem. Simon introduced the idea
that individuals’ learning is socially constructed, in other
words, that ‘[w]hat an individual learns in an organisationARTICLETRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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eing cheaper than the original item” (Lissoni, 2005, p.
64, italics added). Indivisibility-led innovations may  also
ffect the way in which indivisible fund inputs are acquired
nd adopted and, thus, production is organised. As doc-
mented in Paul David’s (1966) analysis of smaller ﬁrms
nd their ways to deal with indivisibilities, another form
f innovation triggered by indivisibilities is the creation of
roducers’ consortia and cooperatives or pro-renting inno-
ations.
Structural learning trajectories triggered by indivisibil-
ties also interact with those triggered by similarities and
omplementarities (see above). Speciﬁcally, indivisibilities
shape the form’ of those learning trajectories triggered by
imilarities and complementarities. This means that the
pplication of new indivisible fund inputs and materials
o similar production activities (in the same or differ-
nt sectors) will introduce in the new production context
n which they have been applied a new indivisibility.
he latter will reshape the overall job speciﬁcation pro-
ramme  and the scale of the production process (when its
ntroduction is not too costly). As for the case of comple-
entarities, at the ﬁrm level they mainly arise in three
ays: (i) among indivisible fund inputs or materials, (ii)
s a result of scale-invariant processes, and ﬁnally, (iii)
mong different production processes when the combined
xecution of scale-invariant tasks reduced the costs of
ach production process (i.e. economies of scope, Morroni,
992).
.2.4. Analytical map of structural learning trajectories:
n illustration
One of the possible ways to visualise how these three
tructural learning trajectories interact is to make use of
he analytical map of production relationships we developed
arlier. Different examples can be inserted into the analyt-
cal map  of production relationships (see ﬁgure 3). Let us
onsider the following illustrative case. The acquisition of a
ew fund input c53 (e.g. a new machine introduced through
echnology transfers or a traditional machine transformed
y small improvements) can trigger a cascade process of
roduction reconﬁguration. The task T2 has to be decom-
osed into two tasks (T′2 and T′3) while the obsolete fund
nput c23 can be dismissed. The discovery of a new material
54 requires the execution of a new task T4 to be trans-
ormed. The scale of fund input c41 has to be changed,
iven the introduction of a new indivisible fund input c53. A
reviously unutilised capabilities fund c64 is activated so a
ew complementarity with the new material m54 has been
iscovered.
These dynamics may  be also analysed by adopting
he virtual matrix C = [cij] and C* = [cij] (see above). Here,
hrough the process of structural learning, some rela-
ionships of complementarity among funds inputs will
nd, others will change (although maintaining the same
roportions) while others still will be completely trans-
ormed. A similar idea is presented by Simon (1962, p.Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
75) when he suggests that, given a hierarchical system
f interdependencies, the architecture of complexity may
e disentangled by adopting what he calls a nearly decom-
osable matrix. PRESS
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3.3. Structures of production and structures of cognition
The cascade process of reconﬁguration triggered by
structural learning dynamics cannot be thought of as an
automatic one. In order to react to structural stimuli and
feedback loops, they have to be ‘seen’ (that is, discovered) by
productive agents and ‘used’ by productive organisations
for reconﬁguring their internal processes.21 Poni’s compar-
ative study of the silk industry in Lyon and Bologna clearly
illustrates this point when he highlights how feedback
must “end in the hands of the right persons [as feedback
management] require capabilities and knowledge of tech-
niques which are not necessarily available in the right
moment, in the right sector, in the right hands” (Poni, 2009,
p. 297; my  translation).
The likelihood that opportunities embedded in pro-
ductive structures are seen by productive agents and
used by productive organisations depends on three set of
issues:
(i) the individual and collective cognitive dynamics
through which opportunities are discovered;
(ii) the collective capabilities of productive organisations
to transform production structures (provided that cer-
tain new opportunities have been discovered);
(iii) the speciﬁc form assumed by the productive organi-
sation. We will discuss the ﬁrst issue in the present
section and then the last two conditions in the follow-
ing section.
To return to the issue of individual and collective
cognition dynamics, psychologists (e.g. Kellogg, 1995)
and experts in behavioural and organisational studies
(Simon, 1986) have done a great deal of research on the
mechanisms responsible for agents’ memorisation. Most
interestingly they have looked at agents’ embodiment of
perceived stimuli and past experiences such as various
forms of ‘analogical thinking’. Moreover the same stud-
ies have elucidated how the positions held in certain
structures affect agents’ understanding and representation
of stimuli and experiences (for a review see Buenstorf,
2004).22 This set of results have been synthesised by March
and Simon (1993, p. 335 italics added) when they stress
how “[p]roblems in learning from experience stem partly
from inadequacies of human cognition habits,  partly from
features of organisation, partly from characteristics of the
structure of experience”. In this passage there is a clear
emphasis on the collective and structural dimensions of
cognition and learning.
The collective character of learning was originally high-ng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
21 The mapping of the reconﬁguration problem, as done in Fig. 3, is an
heuristic for tracking complex evolving interdependencies.
22 Buenstorf (2007) is one of the few contributions addressing these
analytical conjunctures by posing the building blocks of an evolutionary
theory of production.
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organisations.24
23 See also Simon (1962) on techniques for decomposing the architecture
of  complexity and Scazzieri (1993, pp. 11–13) on the distinction between
social and technical division of labour.
24 Of course this essay recognises “the importance of the immaterial side
of  production, that is, of the complex network of cognitive rules and prac-
tices, customs and social norms from which production is made possible”
(Landesmann and Scazzieri, 1996, p. 4). However here we  have focused our
attention on the often-overlooked role that production structures play inFig. 3. Structur
is very much dependent on what is already known to (or
believe by) other members of the organisation and what
kinds of information are present in the organisational envi-
ronment’ (Simon, 1991, p. 125). However, as the collective
and thus organisational dimension affect human cogni-
tion habits, also the structure of experience does. Now
a fundamental analytic tension arises here. Structures of
production and structures of cognition are linked by a bun-
dle of bidirectional transformative relationships. On the
one hand, agent’s cognitive structures are continuously
shaped by evolving productive structures (given that the
former are embedded in the latter). On the other hand, pro-
ductive agents may  take different decisions and reshape
productive structures in a unpredictable way (based of
course on certain stimuli coming from productive struc-
tures).
It will now become possible to see how the three struc-
tural learning trajectories discussed above provide agents
with focusing devices to decompose the complex archi-
tecture of production and select from amongst the set of
possible learning trajectories the one they want to fol-
low. In order to explain this process we make use of
the work of Simon (1962, p. 468) and conceptualise the
production process as a complex system “composed of
interrelated subsystems, each of the latter being, in turn,
hierarchic in structure until we reach some lowest level
of elementary subsystem”. When faced with the ‘architec-
ture of complexity’, Simon (1962, pp. 472–473) suggests
that “[P]roblem solving requires selective trial and error”
and adds that “[t]he selectivity derives from various rules
of thumb, or heuristics, that suggest which paths should be
tried ﬁrst and which leads are promising”. Thus seen, the
complementarities, similarities and indivisibilities embed-
ded in production structures can be seen to trigger and
orientate cognitive dynamics in Simon’s sense, giving risePlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
to what we have called here structural learning dynam-
ics.
Now from a methodological standpoint, in order to
decompose the complex architecture of production andng trajectories.
investigate further these structural learning dynamics, the
paper has maintained a separation between two fun-
damental levels of analysis (Simon, 1962; Rosenberg,
1963; Pasinetti, 2007; Andreoni and Scazzieri, 2013). As
suggested by Luigi Pasinetti’s (2007, p. 255) separation
theorem “it is possible to disengage those investigations
that concern the foundational bases of economic relations
– to be detected at a strictly essential level of basic eco-
nomic analysis – from those investigations that must be
carried out at the level of the actual economic institu-
tions, which at any time any economic system is landed
with, or has chosen to adopt, or is trying to achieve”.23
A similar methodological approach was  envisioned by
Rosenberg (1963, p. 440) when he noted: “an analyti-
cal explanation of many of the technological changes in
the manufacturing sector of the economy may  be fruit-
fully approached at the purely technological level. This
is not to deny, of course, that the ultimate incentives
are economic in nature; rather, the point is that complex
technologies create internal compulsions and pressures
which, in turn, initiate exploratory activity in particu-
lar directions”. The next section investigates structural
learning dynamics from the level of the actual productionng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
triggering and orientating learning dynamics of the cognitive kind. In the
concluding section the paper addresses the issue of how structural learn-
ing  trajectories, given the same set of structural stimuli, may  be framed
in  different ways by different organisations according to their collective
capabilities and the speciﬁc organisational form assumed.
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agents cannot make such products. The same problem may
arise when ﬁrms attempting to satisfy increasing levels of
demand have to introduce specialised fund inputs in orderARTICLETRECO-561; No. of Pages 17
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. The organisation of production and structural
earning
As we have already discussed, opportunities embed-
ed in the productive structure not only have to be ‘seen’
y productive agents but also have to be captured and
ctualised by production organisations. The latter may
ake various forms in different historical contexts and are
ndowed with different organisational capabilities to oper-
te as collective entities. As stressed by Luigi Pasinetti
2007, p. 271) “[The production paradigm cannot] abstract,
s the models of exchange usually do, from historical
peciﬁcities, since the kind of institutions that shape an
ndustrial society, besides being far more complex, are
nherently subject to changes induced by the evolving
istorical events, much more extensively than those that
haped the era of trade”. In this respect, the notion of
orms of production organisation captures the different ways
n which “coordination problems have been resolved in
articular circumstances, taking into account the state
f technological knowledge, the evolution of patterns of
emand, natural resources and environmental constraints,
tc.” (Landesmann and Scazzieri, 1996, p. 218; see also,
orroni, 2006; Jacobides and Winter, 2012). The emer-
ence and disappearance of different forms of production
rganisation testify that the coordination of tasks, pro-
uctive agents and materials in transformation can follow
ifferent patterns according to speciﬁc objectives and
onstraints (see above). Thus, the ‘virtual coordination pat-
erns’ actualise as ‘real responses’ to speciﬁc historical and
ontextual circumstances.
In evolutionary economics the collective capabilities of
roduction organisations have been referred to as ‘organi-
ational capabilities’ (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Amit and
choemaker, 1993; Dosi et al., 2000). Organisational capa-
ilities are a particular form of know-how which enable
rganisations to perform their “basic characteristic output
ctions – particularly, the creation of a tangible product
r the provision of a service, and the development of new
roducts and services” (Dosi et al., 2000, p. 1). In this con-
ext, for an organisation ‘to be capable of something [it
as] to have a generally reliable capacity to bring that thing
bout as a result of intended action’ (Dosi et al., 2000, p. 2).
o the opposite of organisational routines, which are char-
cterised by a high degree of tacitness, automaticity and
epetitiveness, capabilities are developed and deployed by
rganisations as a result of intentional and conscious deci-
ions. However, as routines constitute one of the building
locks of organisational capabilities as well as individual
kills contribute to the emergence of organisational rout-
nes, these two  functional features of organisations – i.e.
rganisational capabilities and routines – remain strongly
ntertwined. Here, the central point is to understand con-
extually to what extent a capability became routinised and
r a routine emerge as a distinct capability. In this respect
rganisational routines that are characterised by a high
egree of tacitness, automaticity and repetitiveness arePlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
roblematic since structural learning dynamics will tend
o destroy old routines and introduce new ones.
By deﬁnition structural learning is not an individual
rocess, since productive agents (and/or productive units PRESS
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understood as organised sets of production agents) are
intrinsically interdependent. In other words, to different
degrees, structural learning involves a number of inter-
dependent tasks, as well as fund inputs and materials in
transformation. Thus structural learning is a systemic pro-
cess, which means that ﬁrms have to be endowed with
organisational capabilities to manage all the transforma-
tions entailed by structural learning trajectories. To the
extent that learning trajectories are variously triggered by
similarities, complementarities and indivisibilities, ﬁrms
will require increasing amounts of organisational capabili-
ties in order to reconﬁgure the analytical map  of production
relationships. However, the organisational capabilities
required will be different according to the speciﬁc orga-
nisational form adopted by the ﬁrm and this will affect
possibility of following certain structural learning trajec-
tories.
4.1. The job-shop, the putting-out system and the factory
model
Not all forms of production organisation – such as the
job-shop, the putting-out system or the traditional factory
model – are suitable for transforming certain structural
‘constraints’ into structural ‘opportunities’ along certain
structural learning trajectories. Thus it may  happen that
certain organisational forms have to be abandoned for new
ones. Otherwise we can face situations in which struc-
tural learning trajectories that are feasible will never been
realised in historical time.25
For example, the job-shop model, adopted in the craft
system, is a form of production organisation characterised
by (i) multi-task productive agents performing similar
tasks and (ii) a ‘stop and go’ process of material trans-
formations. These two features provide the craft system
with high ﬂexibility and adaptability in solving unexpected
problems, although low capacity in satisfying increasing
levels of demand. With the exception of a few productive
agents who  coordinate the entire production process, in the
job-shop model productive agents tend to be highly substi-
tutable and each of them is only capable of performing the
same limited set of tasks. Given this organisational form,
structural learning dynamics will tend to follow patterns of
diversiﬁcation in similar activities. These do not require any
investment in the acquisition of new fund inputs endowed
with different capacities/capabilities.
Clearly, this organisational form is limited by a number
of quantitative (e.g. scale) and qualitative (e.g. special-
isation) constraints. Thus in the case of increasingly
complex products whose production requires the perfor-
mance of dissimilar but closely complementary activities,
ﬁrms using the job-shop model may  have to change their
organisational forms because non-specialised multi-tasksng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
25 Similarly, Henderson and Clark (1990) focus on the interplay between
structural features of production and organisational capabilities in the
context of architectural innovations.
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to scale up processes (according to speciﬁc laws of pro-
portionality). Production processes operating at different
scales may  then require different organisational forms.
The putting-out and the traditional factory model are
responses to some of the above-mentioned structural con-
straints faced by the job shop model (Landesmann and
Scazzieri, 1996). The putting-out model (also known as
Verlagssystem) is structured as a network of separate ‘spe-
cialised workshops’, each of them performing a limited
number of tasks related to a speciﬁc stage of fabrication.
Very often the workshop (or the merchant) executing the
ﬁnal stage of production is responsible for the coordina-
tion of the different production processes performed in the
different workshops. Sometimes they are also involved in
previous stages of fabrication, for example by assuring the
provision of raw materials (Hicks, 1969). Here, given the
high degree of interdependence among productive tasks
performed by each member of the network as well as the
fact that each workshop is highly specialised, we  observe
overlapping structural learning trajectories triggered by
indivisibilities and new complementarities.
In contrast, the traditional factory model was developed
as a concentrated form of production in which complex
productive tasks were subdivided in an increasing number
of elementary operations performed by highly specialised
productive agents inside the same production organisa-
tion. Historically the traditional factory model was  adopted
in the automotive industry at the time in which Ford and
General Motors were dominating the global car produc-
tion. Here, both workers and machines and, thus, their
capabilities and capacities, are coordinated in a way that
guarantee their full and continuous utilisation in executing
networks of dissimilar tasks (Landesmann, 1986, p. 294).
By increasing the scale of production, in the factory con-
text indivisible funds can be more efﬁciently utilised and,
thus, both economies of scale and scope achieved. In the
traditional factory context, structural learning dynamics
triggered by indivisibilities tend to be pervasive. This last
point was outlined in the ‘Maxcy-Silberston curve’ in the
speciﬁc context of Western vehicle manufacturers.
4.2. The lean production system
Just as the factory model developed as a response to
a series of structural constraints characterising previous
forms of production organisation (see above), the ‘lean pro-
duction system’ was introduced as a response to structural
limitations of the traditional factory model. Firstly, the tra-
ditional factory model is too rigid for responding to ﬁrms’
increasing need to accommodate consumer preferences for
product diversity and, as a result, to produce large varieties
in small volumes. Secondly, given the scale and organisa-
tion in time of production stages, the traditional factory
model is handicapped by large inventories and a relatively
high number of defects. Thirdly, diversiﬁcation in closely
complementary but dissimilar activities, such as producingPlease cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
“a particular car with a particular brake and a particular
brake lining” in the same factory (Richardson, 1972, pp.
891–892), requires increasing investment for building (or
acquiring) new bundles of very specialised and diversiﬁed PRESS
mic Dynamics xxx (2013) xxx– xxx
capabilities and, very often, a complete reconﬁguration of
the job speciﬁcation programme.
The lean production system was pioneered by Toyota
and resulted from the visionary ideas of its mechani-
cal engineer Taiichi Ohno (Cusumano, 1985; Ohno, 1988;
Fujimoto, 1999). The Toyota Production System invented
by Ohno was  based on two  fundamental pillars: ‘autono-
mation’ and ‘just in time’ (JIT). The former, the introduction
of ‘autonomous machines’ in production, opened up the
possibility of reducing costs by eliminating waste of mate-
rials and machines’ idle times. The JIT developed the idea
according to which “in a comprehensive industry such as
automobile manufacturing, the best way to work would be
to have all the parts of the assembly at the side of the line
just in time for their user” (Ohno, 1988, p. 75).
The application of these two principles resulted in the
‘small-lot’ production technique, i.e. a combination of the
ﬂexibility and high quality standards of craft production
with the low cost of mass production techniques (Womack
et al., 1990). This form of production organisation is char-
acterised by higher levels of ﬂexibility for two reasons: (i)
the costs of switching from one product line to another
are minimised and (ii) multi-task workers organised in
teams are equipped with less highly specialised machines
and tools than those used in the mass production factory
model. The high quality standards of production are also
made possible by the fact that every worker is allowed to
stop production every time a fault is discovered (instead
of assigning this decision to the senior line manager) and
by the fact that product’s components are supplied to the
work station just in time (instead of keeping large stocks of
each component beside the work station).
Although this organisational arrangement implies that
initially stoppages in the production line are frequent, in
the medium run workers are increasingly able to discover
the sources of problems (and their interdependencies)
in the space of capabilities, ‘materials in use’ and ‘task
execution’. These discoveries trigger a sequence of struc-
tural learning dynamics according to which solutions to
a certain production problem or bottleneck are applied
to similar problems. Additionally solutions to a particu-
lar production problem or bottleneck make the solution of
complementary problems necessary. As the complemen-
tary production problems are identiﬁed and solved the
number of stoppages diminishes to the point that they
become much less frequent than in the typical mass pro-
duction assembly line.
In the lean production system structural learning trajec-
tories are also triggered by the fact that design teams work
closely with production engineers and producers of prod-
uct components. As a result the speciﬁcation of product
design proceeds hand in hand with the design, calibration
and adaptation of tools and equipment that are used in pro-
duction. In this way not only does the overall production
system achieve high quality standards, but also in the prod-
uct’s design process a stream of diversiﬁed products rapidly
develop. Thus the overall production system experiencesng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
reductions in the unit costs of production. The successful
application in the Japanese car industry of this form of pro-
duction organisation was at the centre of the International
Motor Vehicle Programme started in 1979 whose results
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ere collected ﬁve years later in the MIT  book The Future
f Automobile (1984).26
As is amply documented in Fujimoto’s (1999) review
f the evolution of the Toyota Production System and
ts transformation into the lean production system, these
ew forms of production organisation allowed ﬁrms to
nter structural learning trajectories which were unfea-
ible within the traditional factory model. Indeed their
iscovery was the result of a structural learning dynamic
n itself which involved precisely what we have called here
ntersectoral learning. In the words of Fujimoto (1999, p.
0 italics added) ‘Toyota’s production organisation [. . .]
dopted various elements of the Ford system selectively
nd in unbundled forms, and hybridised them with their
ngenious system and original ideas. It also learnt from
xperiences with other industries’.  In particular, as reported
n Cusumano (1985), Taiichi Ohno declared that “the auto-
otive loom was a text book in front of [his] eyes”. The
pplication of the same solutions to similar production
roblems arising in different sectors was at the very root of
he Toyota Production System and its evolution in lean pro-
uction system or lean production technique. Throughout
he 1990s lean production techniques were increasingly
pplied from the automotive to other industries such
s aerospace, producing highly-complex products (Roos,
003).
To recap, in all the above-mentioned cases, even if cer-
ain structural stimuli and feedback loops were to make
ertain structural learning trajectories feasible, only ﬁrms
dopting a certain organisational form will be capable
o follow these trajectories. Speciﬁc organisational fea-
ures of production organisation may  enable (or block) the
hree fundamentally alternative routes described above
structural learning trajectories triggered by discovering
imilarities, those triggered by discovering new comple-
entarities and, ﬁnally, those triggered by overcoming
ndivisibilities).
. Concluding remarks
Learning dynamics are the main transformative forces
f economic systems. Economists have always been inter-
sted in this fundamental reality. Some recent studies
ave attempted to link micro-learning dynamics and
acro-transformative effects by tracking countries’ spe-
ialisation/diversiﬁcation patterns driven by similarities
n the ‘product space’, a network-type representation of
he international market architecture (e.g. Hidalgo and
ausmann, 2009). However, these studies do not disentan-
le the different forms of learning realised at the ﬁrm level
as we have done in this paper) and thus are not able to
xplain how learning dynamics trigger structural change
nd economic growth of economic systems at different
tages of development.Please cite this article in press as: Andreoni, A., Structural learni
tion. Struct. Change Econ. Dyn. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.101
As learning processes are embedded in productive
tructures, any attempt to understand how economic sys-
ems change over time through learning dynamics cannot
26 Among others see Bianchi’s contribution on ‘Flexible Manufacturing
nd Product Differentiation in the automobile industry’. PRESS
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avoid looking at the reality of production processes. In this
respect, the contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly,
building on structural theories dealing with the com-
plex architecture of production, the paper has proposed
a new heuristic for analysing interdependencies among
components of production processes. The ‘analytical map
of production relationships’ provides a stylised represen-
tation of the system of interrelated tasks through which
transformations of materials are performed according to
different patterns of capacities/capabilities coordination,
subject to certain scale and time constraints. On this basis
the two main forms of learning (‘learning by doing’ and
‘learning by using’) have been re-formulated in a way that
sees them as being affected by and affecting the production
structure.
Learning in production takes many forms and is realised
at several interconnected (nested) levels, the pattern of
nesting being structurally determined. Thus the concept
of structural learning has been introduced to identify the
continuous process of structural adjustment triggered and
orientated by existing and evolving productive structures.
The paper identiﬁes three main structural learning trajec-
tories. Static and dynamic complementarities, similarities
and indivisibilities are essential triggers for activating com-
pulsive sequences of technological change as well as for
discovering new productive possibilities at the ﬁrm and inter-
ﬁrm level.
These structural learning dynamics have to be ‘seen’ by
productive agents and ‘used’ by productive organisations.
At this point, we  have identiﬁes a fundamental tension
underlying structural learning dynamics. Namely, the fact
that structures of production and structures of cognition
are linked by a bundle of bidirectional transformative rela-
tionships. This tension is partially solved by the adoption
of different forms of productive organisations, whose spe-
ciﬁc features may  enable (or block) a number of structural
learning trajectories.
From a methodological standpoint, in order to decom-
pose the ‘architecture of complexity’ in production as well
as investigate structural learning dynamics, the paper has
maintained a ‘separation’ between two  fundamental lev-
els of analysis. At one level, the analysis focused on those
dynamics inherent in productive structures independently
of speciﬁc organisational/institutional conﬁgurations. At a
deeper level, the analysis considered how, given certain
possibilities embedded in productive structures, different
organisations may  follow different structural learning tra-
jectories. The analytical account of speciﬁc historical cases
has been adopted as the main heuristic for disentangling
structural learning dynamics. At this point in the analy-
sis the historical emergence and reappearance of different
forms of productive organisation have been stressed.
Looking at the production process and its transfor-
mations from a structural perspective has allowed us to
re-link production and learning dynamics. This goal has
profound implications for policy design. Structural learning
trajectories are transformative processes operating withinng: Embedding discoveries and the dynamics of produc-
6/j.strueco.2013.09.003
the black box of production and, as such tend to remain
‘invisible’ to policymakers. The ‘political economy of struc-
tural learning’ suggests a number of unconventional policy
options, such as the possibility of policy intervention in
 ING Model
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sectors, tasks and capabilities that are similar or comple-
mentary to those that were initially taken as the object
of policy intervention. In this respect Silver (1984) argued
that “in developing countries, or in developed economies
when innovation renders the market’s existing capabilities
obsolete, a ﬁrm may  have to integrate into many dissimilar
activities in order to generate all the complementary activ-
ities it needs” (Langlois, 1992, p. 108; see also O’Sullivan
et al., 2013). In economies in their catch-up phase, where
constraints in production structures appear pervasive,
the structural learning perspective also suggests possible
strategies for overcoming indivisibilities or scale-invariant
process constraints. Finally it points to the possibility of
discovering unexploited opportunities embedded in exist-
ing productive structures at the sectoral and intersectoral
levels, following patterns of diversiﬁcation in similar activ-
ities, and building/exploiting technological linkages with
those dissimilar activities towards the selective creation of
new productive opportunities. The ﬁnal aim of these struc-
tural learning policies is to facilitate the discovery of new
‘worlds of possibilities’ and, thus, the emergence of ‘new
‘worlds of production’.
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